crit week events

01 ~ 05 June 2015

**International Critics:**
Dongwoo Yim & Rafael Luna, PRAUD, Seoul / Boston.

**Public Lecture:**
Dongwoo Yim & Rafael Luna, PRAUD, Seoul / Boston.
Friday 05 June - 5:00pm.
Hawken Building 50-T105 UQ St Lucia Campus.

**Drinks:**
Friday 05 June - 6:15 pm.
Zelman Cowen Building UQ St Lucia Campus.

---

**First Year Design Studio**
Leonie Matthews & Nicole Sully.

**Second Year Design Studio**
Ashley Paine, Jonathan Kopinski, Zuzana Kovar, Nick Skepper & Dirk Yates.

**Third Year Design Studio**
Tim O’Rourke, Kelly Greenop, Lisa Lambie & Richard Buchanan, Aaron Peters, Nicholas Skepper, Brian Donovan & Jared Bird.

**Masters Studio: Adaptive Capacities**
Susan Holden & Emily Juckes.

**Masters Studio: Utopian Urbanism**
Jinhee Park & John Hong (Seoul / Boston / NYC) with John de Manincor.

**Masters Studio: Masterclass**
Brit Andresen, Mara Francis & Michael Barnett.

**Masters Studio: Dwelling and Density**
Doug Neale & Elliot Harvie.

**Masters Studio: Architecture and Commerce**
Andrew Steen & Martin Bignell.

**Masters Studio: Institutions and Ideology**
Elizabeth Musgrave & Gerard Murtagh.

**Masters Studio: Landscapes and Architecture**
Thomas Lenigas & Liza Neil.

---

**UQ ZC** = Zelman Cowen Building UQ St Lucia Campus
**UQ GCI** = Global Change Institute, UQ St Lucia Campus
**SLQ** = Design Lounge, L2 State Library of Queensland

9:00am - 5:00pm.
9:00am - 5:00pm.
10:00am-5:00pm.